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ajoy ghatak and s lokanathan have designed the book quantum mechanics - theory and applications
(springer) to provide a comprehensive yet concise treatment of the subject. the book provides a detailed
introduction to the basic principles and concepts of quantum mechanics such as wave-particle duality,

uncertainty principle and wave-functions. the book also includes several worked-out problems to
demonstrate the application of the principles and concepts of quantum mechanics in different areas. in an

effort to provide such a comprehensive, yet easy to understand book, the author has dealt with various
topics such as the basic principles of quantum mechanics, applications of quantum mechanics in nuclear

physics, solid-state physics, quantum optics and much more. through the use of simple and lucid language,
the book presents the results in a manner which makes them readily assimilated by the student of physics.
in this book, the author has addressed many of the important topics, such as the schrödinger equation, the
basic principles of uncertainty principle, wave-particle duality, coherent states, the path integral and so on.

apart from providing a straightforward account of the basic principles of quantum mechanics, the author
has also included many applications of this theory in areas such as nuclear physics, solid-state physics,
quantum optics and so on. these topics are covered from a physics standpoint and are illustrated with

problem sets. this is the new edition of the best selling textbook on quantum mechanics. it presents the
basic concepts in quantum mechanics with emphasis on applications in areas like nuclear physics,

astrophysics, solid-state physics, quantum optics, and so on. each chapter is substantiated with a number
of numerical problems. the solutions to most of these problems have been given at the end of the chapter.

apart from a new prologue, the additions are new topics such as wave-particle duality and uncertainty
principle, schroedinger equation, and much more.
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this book provides an excellent guide to quantum
mechanics. the authors have done an excellent job in

covering the basic concepts. the flow of material is
very clear, even for students with no background in

physics or mathematics. the book is filled with
practice problems, which are quite challenging. the
authors have also provided ample references and

suggestions, which may be of use to the reader. the
book is also a good reference for researchers and

students interested in solid-state physics and
quantum physics. table of contents: chapter 1:

introduction chapter 2: quantum mechanics (qm)
chapter 3: uncertainty principle chapter 4:

schrödinger equation chapter 5: linear harmonic
oscillator chapter 6: angular momentum chapter 7:

wave-particle duality chapter 8: schrodinger equation
chapter 9: coherent states chapter 10: master
equations chapter 11: oscillator chapter 12:

mathematical formulation of qm chapter 13: the pauli
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exclusion principle chapter 14: number of particles in
a system chapter 15: particle collisions chapter 16:

superposition chapter 17: the wave function chapter
18: statistical mechanics chapter 19: particles and
waves chapter 20: born’s rule chapter 21: particle

resonances chapter 22: separability and
entanglement chapter 23: time-independent

perturbation theory chapter 24: coherent state
solutions chapter 25: time-independent perturbation
theory chapter 26: coherent state solutions chapter

27: concluding remarks bibliography 5ec8ef588b
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